EWF/IIW Welding Diploma
An internationally recognised certification for assessing the competence of tasks/responsibilities during welding coordination (BS EN ISO 14731)
Introduction

The Fabrication Applications Engineering (FAA)
modules and examinations must be completed as
the final module of each leavel.
The goals of each level are in line with the
responsibilities outlined in
BS EN ISO 14731.
Adequate general and specific knowledge in
welding and allied processes is needed. Such
knowledge must be the result of a combination
of theory, training and experience.
Specialist (IWS)
‘Personnel with basic technical knowledge where
the level of technical knowledge needs to be
sufficient for the planning, executing, supervising
and testing of the tasks and responsibilities within
a limited technical field, involving only simple
welded constructions’.
Technologist (IWT)
‘Personnel with specific technical knowledge,
where the level of technical knowledge needs
to be sufficient for the planning, executing,
supervising and testing of the tasks and
responsibilities in welding fabrication within
a selective or limited technical field’.
Engineer (IWE)
‘Personnel with comprehensive technical
knowledge, where full technical knowledge
is required... for the planning, executing,
supervising and testing of all tasks and
responsibilities in welding fabrication’.

Entry Requirements




Approved craft diploma in engineering subjects, for instance City and Guilds of London Institute OR
Level 2/3 National or Scottish Vocational Qualifications or other nationally recognised vocations qualifications in engineering subjects OR
Pass an entry examination
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TECHNOLOGIST LEVEL
Four modules to be completed - each module lasts one week and finishes with an exam (standard route)
Entry Requirements





Complete the Specialist Level detailed above AND
Hold Higher National Certificate (HNC) in an engineering discipline OR
Professional engineer of Incorporated (IEng) status granted by the UK Engineering Council under mature candidates rules OR
Level 4 National or Scottish Vocational Qualifications or other nationally recognised vocations qualifications in engineering subjects
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ENGINEER LEVEL
Four modules to be completed - each module lasts one week and finishes with an exam (standard route)
Entry Requirements





Complete the Specialist and Technologist modules detailed above AND
University degree in an engineering discipline OR
Professional engineer of Chartered Engineer (CEng) status granted by the UK Engineering Council OR
Professional engineer of Incorporated Engineer (IEng) status, granted by the UK Engineering Council, including as a minimum an HNC or Higher National
Diploma (HND) in an engineering discipline
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The EWF/IIW Welding Diploma consists of three
different levels: Specialist (IWS), Technologist (IWT)
and Engineer (IWE). Although the topics covered
in each level are similar, the depth and breadth
are increased as progress is made towards the
engineering level.

SPECIALIST LEVEL
Six modules to be completed - each module lasts one week and finishes with an exam (standard route)
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